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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 01, FR | **Half Dome and river, Yosemite Valley, Calif.**  
Physical Description: In original sealed frame, with Worden's Stockton St. label noting P.P.I.E. highest award, on verso. Copyright and signature embossed on image in lower right.  
9 1/2 x 7 in. |
| 02, C | **Yosemite Valley floor from Inspiration Point.**  
Physical Description: "Copyright 1904 by W. E. Worden" in lower right, in negative. Worden stamp (S.F., Cal.) and #1566 on verso. 10 1/8 x 13 1/8 in. |
| 03, D | **Statue of horse and rider at night.**  
Physical Description: "Worden, S.F." embossed in lower right. Worden stamp and #2700 on verso. Original mount. 13 3/8 x 10 1/4 in. |
| 04, C | **Mt. Hood, Oregon.**  
Physical Description: Worden stamp and #254 on verso. Matted, sepia print. 4 7/8 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 05, C | **Rooster Rock, Columbia River, Oregon.**  
Physical Description: Worden stamp and #213 on verso. Matted. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 06, PIC | **Same image as #05.**  
Physical Description: 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 07, C | **Waterfalls.**  
Physical Description: Worden stamp and #200 on verso. Matted. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 08, PIC | **Same image as #07.**  
Physical Description: 4 3/4 x 6 5/8 in. |
| 09, C | **Natural rock arch, coastal scene.**  
Physical Description: Worden stamp and #214 on verso. Matted. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 10, PIC | **Same image as #09.**  
Physical Description: 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 11, PIC | **Same image as #09.**  
Physical Description: 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in. |
| 12, PIC | **Same image as #09.**  
Physical Description: Sepia, 4 x 5 3/4 in. |
item 13, C  Logging scene on river with mills and ferry boat.
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #215 on verso. Matted, sepia. 3 3/4 x 6 in.

item 14, B  Same image as #08.
    Physical Description: 4 x 6 in.

item 15, C  Landscape with river.
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #211 on verso. Matted, sepia. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in.

item 16, C  Landscape, river scene.
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #212 on verso. Matted, sepia. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in.

item 17, PIC  Same image as #16.
    Physical Description: Sepia, 4 7/8 x 6 3/4 in.

item 18, PIC  Same image as #16.
    Physical Description: Sepia. 4 x 6 in.

item 19, B  Landscape, train in wooded area along river.
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #219 on verso. Matted, sepia. 4 x 6 in.

item 20, PIC  Gorge and river (possibly Oneonta Gorge, along the Columbia River, Oregon).
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #210 on verso, sepia. 6 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.

item 21, PIC  Same image as #20.
    Physical Description: 6 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.

item 22, PIC  Same image as #20.
    Physical Description: 6 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.

item 23, PIC  Mt. Shasta, Calif.
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #252 on verso. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in.

item 24, PIC  Same image as #23.
    Physical Description: Sepia, 6 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.

item 25, PIC  Rooster Rock, Columbia River Gorge, Or, showing railroad tracks and telephone poles.
    Physical Description: Worden stamp and #226 on verso. 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in.

item 26, PIC  Same image as #25.
    Physical Description: Sepia, 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in.

item 27, PIC  Rooster Rock, Columbia River Gorge, Or. Vertical version of #26.
    Physical Description: 4 3/4 x 6 3/4 in.

item 28, PIC  Same as image #27.
    Physical Description: 6 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.

item 29, PIC  River view with rowboat and two women.
    Physical Description: Sepia, 4 1/3 x 6 7/8 in.